BRUT SOUVERAIN
Complexity and Precision

The Brut Souverain is the most historical cuvée of the House as the first cuvée produced by Apolline
Henriot in 1808. She aspired to put the light on her vineyards through the expression of a champagne.
According to Apolline, one year was not enough to tell the story of the terroirs, so she decided to put
wines in reserve each year to incorporate them into a future blend. Therefore, she founded the House
by creating a Champagne that would have blending as its fundamental principle.

THE ART OF BLENDING
With this champagne, the Maison Henriot tells the story of all the crus of its vineyard, making the Brut Souverain a multi-cru,
multi-vintage blendof the three main Champagne grape varieties: Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Meunier. This cuvée was named
Brut Souverain by Ernest Henriot, Apolline's grandson, when the House was appointed the official champagne supplier to the
Courts of the King of Holland and of the Emperor of Austria-Hungary.

THE WORDS OF THE CELLAR MASTER
«The Brut Souverain offers a rich and diversified aromatic range that gives it a
beautiful complexity. Each cru expresses itself in a unique and dynamic manner, not
overshadowing the others in the expression.
Therefore, it is a perfectly organized “ballet of aromas”: generous and salivating notes
of cake with fresh citrus fruits, the exuberance of smoke evolving into pure chalk, not
forgetting to mention the basket of stone fruits and red fruits. The aromatic notes of
Henriot Brut Souverain have an infinite number of complexities due to its diverse crus.
On the palate, it is ample, straightforward, round with a long, persistent freshness.»
Alice Tétienne, Chef de cave de la Maion Henriot
RECOMMENDATIONS
Serving temperature 9-10°C (48-50° F)
BOTTLE FORMAT
Half-bottle 37,5cl - Bottle 75cl
Magnum 150cl - Jeroboam 300cl
Mathusalem 600 cl

Each year is a new creation. Though each Henriot cru is represented in the blend every year, the proportion
may vary as well as the proportion of the wines of the year and reserve wines .
Thus the Henriot Brut Souverain is a blend of:

Around 50% Pinot Noir – 40 % Chardonnay - 10% Meunier
26 Crus
50 % - 60 % of wines of the year (the base vintage)
40 % - 50 % of reserve wines (including our perpetual reserve)
Around 60 % - 80 % of Grands Crus and Premiers Crus
At least 4 years of ageing on lees
Dosage < 8g/l
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PLEASE ENJOY OUR FINE WINES RESPONSIBLY

